Legal Issues
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and 2008 amendments, and state laws prohibit discrimination against individuals with disabilities. According to these laws, no otherwise qualified individual with a disability shall, solely by reason of his or her disability, be excluded from the participation in, or denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity of a public entity. They apply to educational programs at all levels.

The Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) mandates that each state provide free and appropriate education for all children, regardless of abilities and disabilities. It requires that individual education plans (IEPs) be developed for students with disabilities who meet certain criteria. Other students with disabilities may have section 504 plans.

Disabilities covered by legislation include (but are not limited to) low-vision, blindness, hearing impairments, learning disabilities, mobility impairments, and health impairments.

Working Together: Teachers and Students
Teachers should be responsive to the pedagogical needs of all students. However, students with disabilities may have some unique educational needs. Although you may receive direction regarding academic adjustments and accommodations through IEP plans and Section 504 plans for specific students, it is good to be thinking about the broad range of abilities, disabilities, and other characteristics of potential students as you design your curriculum. This approach is called universal design of instruction (see www.uw.edu/dot/ Brochures/Academic/ instruction.html). To help students with disabilities develop self advocacy skills that they will need to apply in college, careers, and other life activities, privately discuss with students their individual learning styles and needs. By the end of their high school years, students with disabilities should be the best source of information regarding the assistive technology, alternate formats, assignment and test-taking adjustments, and other accommodations they need to succeed in postsecondary studies and employment. In these settings, it is the individual’s responsibility to request reasonable accommodations. Precollege teachers can help a students become comfortable doing this.

Useful Teaching Techniques
Below you will find examples of teaching techniques in the classroom, laboratory, examinations, and fieldwork that benefit all students, but are especially useful for students who have disabilities.

Classroom
• Select course materials early so that students and the campus disabled student services office staff have enough time to translate them to audiotape, Braille, and large print.
• Make syllabi, short assignment sheets, and reading lists available in electronic format (e.g., CD, email, online).
• Design course webpages to be accessible to students with disabilities. For further information, refer to www.uw.edu/ computing/accessible/howto.html.
• Face the class when speaking. Repeat discussion questions.
• Write key phrases and lecture outlines on the blackboard or overhead projector.

Laboratory
• Take the student on a tour of the lab she or he will be working in. Discuss safety concerns.
• Assign group lab projects in which all students contribute according to their abilities.
• Arrange lab equipment so that it is accessible to and visible by everyone.
• Give oral and written lab instructions.

Examination and Fieldwork
• Ensure that exams test the essential skills or knowledge needed for the course or field of study.
• Some students will require extra time to transcribe or process test questions. Follow campus policies regarding extra time on examinations.
• Consider allowing students to turn in exams via email or CD.
• Attempt to include student in fieldwork opportunities, rather than automatically suggesting non-fieldwork alternatives. Ask students how they might be able to do specific aspects of fieldwork.
• Include special needs in requests for field trip vehicle reservations.

Video
The videos, Working Together: Faculty and Students with Disabilities, Building the Team: Faculty, Staff, and Students Working Together, and Equal Access: Universal Design of Instruction may be freely viewed online at www.uw.edu/dot/Video, or purchased in DVD format.
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